
 

Aurender Flow D/A headphone amplifier 

 

Aurender was a name new to me when I encountered the company at the 2015 Consumer Electronics 

Show, where they displayed a range of music servers designed in California and manufactured in 

South Korea. But what caught my attention in Aurender's suite was their Flow portable D/A headphone 

amplifier ($1295). This handsome, battery-powered device, housed in a machined aluminum case 

about twice the size of a pack of playing cards, offers optical S/PDIF and USB 2.0/3.0 input ports and 

a single ¼" stereo headphone jack. Two features distinguish the Flow from the pack: Its USB input can 

be used with iOS (iPhone/iPad) and Android smartphone sources, and it can accept an mSATA drive 

(not included in price) of up to 1TB capacity for internal storage of audio files. Visually, the Flow's 

distinguishing feature is its round LCD display, which stands proud of the faceplate; the bezel 

encircling the display acts as a velocity-sensitive volume control operating in 0.5dB steps. 

Internally, the Flow is powered by a 3.8V, 4450mAh Li-ion rechargeable battery claimed to provide 

more than seven hours of playing time. The USB interface chip is an XMOS XS1-U8A-64-FB96, while 

the DAC chip is the popular ESS9018K2M, which supports PCM playback at resolutions up to 32 bits 

and 384kHz, as well as DSD64 and DSD128. 

Five pushbuttons along the Flow's right edge allow power on/off, access to the setup menu (one press 

for the most frequently used functions, a long press for other functions), and three transport functions. 

The last three buttons—Play/Pause, Forward, Backward (on my review sample, the last two operated 

the opposite of their icons' indications)—control playback with USB-connected devices, and allow 

menu items to be changed. 

Some functions can be accessed with headphones or a source connected; others require ancillaries to 

be unplugged. For example, while the Flow gives users three analog output options—Fixed at 2V or 

5V, and Variable (with the maximum output level set to whatever had been set as the Fixed output)—

this setting can be changed only with the headphones unplugged. Usefully, there are several different 

reconstruction filters, accessible via a long press of the Menu button. To play PCM files of up to 

384kHz, there is a conventional fast-rolloff filter, a slow-rolloff filter with optimal time-domain behavior, 



and a minimum-phase filter. For DSD playback (using the DoP protocol), four filters are available, with 

bandwidths of 47.4, 50, 60, and 70kHz. 

The Aurender Flow comes in classy packaging; included are a faux-leather carrying case, a charger, a 

magnetized screwdriver to remove the rear panel screws to install storage, and a complete set of 

cables and adapters (see "Specifications"). 

 

 

Listening 

The review sample came fitted with 250GB of solid-state storage (approximate value $150), which I 

loaded up with PCM and DSD files. (This drive appears on the computer's desktop when the Flow is 

connected via USB, and files can be dragged'n'dropped on the drive's icon in the conventional 

manner.) However, it appears that playing files stored on the Flow's internal drive requires that the 

Flow be connected to a host computer and used with an audio playback program. I used the Flow with 

three main sources: my laptop connected with TosLink or USB 2.0 to play files from the laptop's drive 

using Pure Music (PCM) and Audirvana (DSD); the same two programs on my laptop, to play files 

from the Flow's internal storage via USB 2.0; and the Music app on my iPad 2 via Apple's camera 

connection kit. 

The Flow got warm after a couple of hours' use. For listening at home, my headphones were the 

Audeze LCD-Xes, which I reviewed in March 2014, and the Sennheiser HD650s; for music during my 

commute, and during the flights to and from Denver for last April's Music Matters events, I used 

Ultimate Ears 18 Pro in-ear monitors. My comments are an amalgam of my experiences with all 

sources and headphones. 

Low frequencies sounded a little thin with the Sennheisers, more fleshed out with the Audezes. This 

was very noticeable with Marc Johnson's double-bass solo in the Bill Evans Trio's performance of 

"Nardis (2nd Set)," from Turn Out the Stars: The Final Village Vanguard Recordings June 1980, which 



I streamed in true CD quality (Nonesuch/Tidal). The high frequencies were clean and clear, though 

very slightly less so when playing files from the Flow's internal drive compared with the same files 

played from the laptop's hard drive. Though playing from the Flow's storage means the USB port is 

operating simultaneously in both directions, doubling the rate of data flow, I heard no dropouts or other 

problems. 

However, the absolute quality of both the treble and midrange depended on which PCM filter I used. 

Evans's rather clangy piano sounded a touch more palpable with pcm1, though Vaughan Williams's 

Variants of "Dives and Lazarus," with Bryden Thomson conducting the LPO (ALAC file ripped from 

CD, Chandos), sounded more natural with pcm2. The pcm2 filter also smoothed over Phil Collins's 

voice in "Tearing and Breaking Down," from Johnny Boy Would Love This . . . A Tribute to . . . John 

Martyn (256kbps AAC file, Liaison), and made it easier for me to distinguish among the instruments in 

the complex of "Paraphernalia," from Miles at the Fillmore—Miles Davis 1970: The Bootleg Series 

Vol.3 (Columbia/Legacy, Tidal stream). 

 

 

DSD playback was initially a little confusing: Although Audirvana identified the Flow as being capable 

of playing DSD64 and DSD128 files, "176.4kHz" appeared on the Flow's screen with DSD64 files, 

which implied PCM rather than DSD. Then I noticed that a small "DSD" icon was illuminated, and 

below it an even smaller "64." The sound with DSD was indeed excellent, especially with DSD Filter 3. 

Iván Fischer and the Budapest Festival Orchestra performing Rachmaninoff's Symphony 2 (DSD64, 

Channel Classics) was reproduced with a smooth, natural midrange and clean, clear highs. Delicate 

treble detail, such as the snare drum and cymbals around 5:00 in the Rachmaninoff's second 

movement, were readily apparent without being spotlit. 

Most of my listening to the Flow was done using the iPad. When I initially connected the Flow, I got a 

warning that the "accessory requires too much current," and the Flow shut itself down. This turned out 

to be because the Flow needs to be set to iOS mode, then powered down, before being connected to 

the iPad. (The Flow remembers which mode it's set to.) The Flow then powers up when it's connected 

to the iPad, and will play music selected using the iPad's Music menu. 



 

Streaming music from Tidal with the iPad was the killer app for this setup, but I also wanted to play hi-

rez files of 88.2 and 96kHz sample rates on the iPad. This turned out to be a nonintuitive process. 

While iTunes on the host computer will transfer 24-bit files when the iPad is synchronized with the 

host, iTunes gives an error message for files with sample rates greater than 48kHz: "[Filename] was 

not copied to the iPad [serial number] because it cannot be played on this iPad." The solution was to 

set iTunes to manual management of the iPad's music library, and drag'n'drop the hi-rez files from 

their folders to iTunes' Music Library screen. I selected various WAV, AIFF, and ALAC files; all were 

then copied to the iPad without any problem, and played at full resolution (see "Measurements") and 

at the correct sample rate, as indicated on the Flow's display. The sound was identical to that with the 

Flow playing the same hi-rez files from my laptop. 

Comparisons 

I don't have a USB headphone amplifier that competes directly on price with the Flow, but I still have 

the review sample of the Meridian Prime ($2000 without optional power supply), which I reviewed last 

October. The Prime has become one of my headphone references while I wait for a firmware upgrade 

to allow it to play MQA-encoded files. 

With levels matched by ear, the Flow had a lighter balance than the Meridian Prime on my 24/88.2 

master files for April's "Recording of the Month": Sasha Matson's Cooperstown: Jazz Opera in Nine 

Innings (Albany). Rod Gilfry's baritone voice in the big tune in the Sixth Inning lacked a little chest tone 

compared with the Meridian, but the two tenors, Daniel Favela and Daniel Montenegro, were better 

differentiated through the Flow. The two headphone amplifiers sounded identical, however, when it 

came to decoding the subtle reverberation around soprano Julie Adams's high notes at the end of the 

Seventh Inning. 

My final comparison was with the Pono Music PonoPlayer ($400), which I reviewed in April. Using the 

Audeze headphones with the Pono in single-ended mode (see Follow-Up in this issue for my thoughts 

on balanced operation), I listened to "Stairway to Heaven (Sunset Sound Mix)," from the Deluxe 

Edition of Led Zeppelin's remastered IV (24/96 FLAC, PonoMusic World/Atlantic). The sound was as 

described in my review: full, detailed, and dynamic, with what Art Dudley refers to as "flow" well in 

evidence. Through the Flow, John Bonham's kick drum had more kick (for want of a better word), and 

the high frequencies sounded slightly clearer than through the Pono. Though this made Robert Plant's 

voice a touch too strident at the top of his range, the Flow slightly better differentiated Jimmy Page's 

multiple acoustic and electric guitar lines. 

Summing Up 

The Aurender Flow is a beautifully made, beautiful-looking, beautiful-sounding, and beautifully 

versatile audio component. Its different digital filters allow its sonic character to be optimized for 

different types of music. Its light tonal balance will be a better match with relatively dark-sounding 

headphones like the Audeze LCD-Xes than with headphones, such as Sennheiser's HD-800s, that 

have a similar character in the treble. Recommended. 

 

 

Specifications 

Description: Portable D/A headphone amplifier with LCD screen. Inputs: USB 3.0/2.0 (Audio Class 2.0), S/PDIF optical. Output: 

&#188l" (6.35mm) stereo headphone jack. Compatible sample rates: up to 96kHz via S/PDIF, up to 384kHz and DSD128 via 

USB. Compatible bit depths: 16–24 (S/PDIF), 16–32 (USB). Internal storage: up to 1TB total via mSATA bus. Output 

impedance: 0.06 ohm. Output power (0.1% THD): 43mW/600 ohms, 87mW/300 ohms, 384mW/56 ohms, 570mW/32 ohms. 

THD+N: –114dB. IMD (SMPTE): –112dB. THD (1kHz, 5.1V RMS output): 0.0002%. Dynamic range: 122dB. Damping factor: 

>130: Power supply: 4450mAh Li-ion rechargeable battery. Supplied adapters: AC universal (100–240V), 6.35mm headphone 

plug to 3.5mm headphone jack, 6.35mm headphone plug to stereo RCA jacks cable, TosLink to mini-optical cable, mini-USB to 

mini-USB cable, short USB-A to USB 3.0 cable, long USB-A to USB 3.0 cable. Also supplied: screwdriver for installing optional 

internal storage. 

Dimensions: 5.4" (137mm) H by 3.1" (80mm) W by 1.1" (28mm) D. Weight: 1 lb (450gm). 

Finish: Matte brushed aluminum. 


